San Diego Golf Vacation Packages
Explore over 70 of the best golf destinations in the United States, Canada, Mexico, and
the Caribbean with Golf Zoo. We offer information on a variety of different lodging
options and golf courses that feature photos, interactive area maps, descriptions and
prices as well as course layouts & scorecards to make your golf vacation planning a
breeze.

Golf Zoo was created by golfers and travel professionals with over 25 years of
experience. A one-size fits all approach might work well for some things, but we think
golf vacations should be tailored to you. That's why our motto is Golf Vacations Fit to
a Tee. Our Golf Vacation Specialists help you tailor your vacation to fit your needs and
budget, and actually live and play in the destinations they specialize in. Their
expertise and commitment are fueled by a genuine love of the game.

Hot Deals
We offer a variety of different hot deals and special offers throughout our over 70 golf
destinations. Destinations marked with the Hot Deals icon currently have special
offers that you can avail of. Clicking on that icon will bring you to that destination’s
hot deal page where you can browse all the available hot deals for that location.

You can also directly browse our Hot Deals listings below to avail of our special offers.
Click on your desired deal and you will be brought directly to that deal’s page where
you can view more information such as pricing, dates, and package inclusions.

Privacy Policy
GOLF ZOO ASSURES YOU’RE RIGHT TO PRIVACY:
Golf Zoo, owned and operated by Tours de Sport, is committed to protecting your
privacy online. That's why Golf Zoo has created an online Privacy Policy. We believe
that your confidence in our commitment to online privacy is a key factor in customer
satisfaction.

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
In order to process online orders and requests for services, Golf Zoo may request that
you provide us with personal information such as your name, address, e-mail address
and phone numbers. If you decide to purchase goods or services offered by Golf Zoo,
you may need to supply us with credit card information. Your personal information, as
well as credit card information, will not be sold or distributed to third parties unless it
is required to complete travel arrangements and other purchases.

Meet the Golf Zoo Team
Golf Zoo was created by golfers and travel professionals with over 25 years of
experience. A one-size fits all approach might work well for some things, but we think
golf vacations should be tailored to you. That's why our motto is Golf Vacations Fit to
a Tee. Our Golf Vacation Specialists help you tailor your vacation to fit your needs and
budget, and actually live and play in the destinations they specialize in. Their
expertise and commitment are fueled by a genuine love of the game. Count on us for
personalized service and accurate, unbiased information. Whether you're traveling
with friends or planning a corporate outing, leave the details to Golf Zoo. We'll deliver
a high quality golf vacation at a competitive price.

For more information visit on website

http://www.golfzoo.com

